IBM Training Program for Cloud Computing

In August 2014, IBM signed an agreement with MIET Group of Institutions to establishing Cloud Computing Laboratory. The IBM Cloud Computing Laboratory at MIET is first such lab in northern INDIA that will give hands-on training on IBM’s cloud using Bluemix.

In this sequence a great opportunity is falling in our lap, IBM Training Program for Cloud Computing is scheduled in two session’s details given below. It is a platform that allows you to learn the fundamentals of building and deploying your applications on the cloud.

Details of the program are:-

1st Session : from 08-12-2014 to 13-12-2014
2nd Session : from 22-12-2014 to 26-12-2014
VENUE : IBM Cloud Computing Lab, LAB – 5, MCA Department
Timing : 9:00 AM to 4:30 PM

All sort listed faculties of CS/ IT and MCA department from MIET/ MIT will compulsorily attend both sessions. Also the Heads are requested to ensure the participation of all faculties. The list of sort listed faculties is enclosed with this notice. The training will start punctually at 09:00 A.M. and please be seated before the time.

All sort listed faculties are suppose to report at Lab 5, MCA Department on 5th Dec, 2014 between 12.00 PM to 2:00 PM to create/produce Bluemix ID (Bluemix account, jazzhub account, github account) it is mandatory to do within time.

Mr. Sharad Verma, Mr. Saurabh Singhal, Mr. Vishal Jaiswal and Mr. Rohit Agarwal are appointed as co-coordinators. If any doubt please seek help of Prof. Amit Garg, HOD-MCA and IIIPC Coordinator.
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